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Overview
Technology continues to have a radical impact on all aspects of society and offers much for the educational domain. Information of relevance to learning is now available in abundance – through the Open Educational Resources movement and via a range of sites which offer ‘media-rich’ resources. This is coupled with the increasing impact of web 2.0 technologies characterised by user-generated content and social networking. At face value this might suggest that technologies are radically changing educational practice, however, in reality the impact in education of technologies has not being as profound as in other spheres of life. The reasons are complex and pose important technological, pedagogical and organisational challenges and dilemmas. 

This paper reports on the Personal Inquiry project which is one of eight projects in the UK Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) programme (ca. $22 M over five years). We will focus in particular on how the project is addressing the following three themes with respect to the use of technology in an educational context:
	Issues of design: How can we design for innovation and adopt a more participatory, inclusive approach to design? What is the relationship between design and instantiation of practice?

Transformation of practice: How might innovative technologies lead to real transformation of practice? What are the barriers and enablers? What new forms of pedagogy are possible? 
Methodological development and interdisciplinary inquiry: What are the methodological challenges and what are methodological innovations? What are the benefits and challenges of interdisciplinary research?  
The Personal Inquiry project: designing for evidence based enquiry learning across formal and informal settings
The Personal Inquiry (PI) project (http://www.pi-project.ac.uk/) is a three-year collaboration between the University of Nottingham and the Open University, UK, designed to help school students learn the skills of evidence-based inquiry (Collins et al. 2008).  The project, which is funded by the UK ESRC and EPSRC research councils, runs from September 2007 to August 2010.  Its aim is to help young people aged 11-14 to understand themselves and their world through a scientific process of active inquiry across formal and informal settings and to understand how effective learning can be enabled with technology across these settings. We are developing an innovative ‘scripted inquiry learning’ approach.  By ‘scripts’ we mean dynamic lesson plans that guide the learners through a process of gathering and assessing evidence, conducting experiments and engaging in informed debate on topic themes.

The project sees pedagogy and technology development as inextricably interwoven and the team have adopted an iterative, participatory approach to the design, development and evaluation of the scripts. We have conducted focus groups, design workshops, and discussions of the prototypes with teachers and learners, as well as with key educational experts, software designers, curriculum developers, curators of informal learning and discovery centres. Initial trials, carried out in Spring 2008, involved each site (Open University and University of Nottingham) working with local partners. These are being followed by a further iteration from this September. Key questions driving the design and evaluation include:

	How do students and their teachers adopt the technologies as tools for learning?

How does the experience of scripted inquiry learning assist and change learning activities?
How do scripted inquiry learning activities develop children's learning skills?

In this paper we report on the development and trial activities conducted by the OU team with local participants. We detail our participatory approach to design, which aims to involve true cross-stakeholder engagement in the design and enactment of innovative inquiry-based scenarios including the used of design workshops. We report on the research findings of the first set of trials involving two school-based interventions, one a location-based inquiry learning toolset to support an eight-week Geography project on urban heat islands, which has been completed by 78 students aged 15-16 years-old, and a second with younger students on microclimates. (Also a series of related projects are being conducted as part of the project conducted by the Nottingham team with local participants. See Anastopoulou et al. (2008) for further information).

Methodology
The work presented draws on videotaped observations, the data students collected, and the notes and products created by the learners and teachers in the trials. Video records of the stakeholder workshops involving teachers, pupils and others are also used. Working with Engeström’s (1999) analytic approach, we explore how the outcomes of both the initial trial and the participatory design workshop have informed the subsequent design of activities and the associated personal inquiry toolkit. We also draw on stakeholder interviews, which focus on a reflection of the participatory design process. 
Description of the technology interventions involved in the PI project
The young people are using handheld and classroom computers to gather and assess evidence, conduct experiments and engage in informed debate on activities based around topic themes – Myself, My Environment, My Community.  They carry out scientific explorations supported by their teachers and also a personal inquiry toolkit. This toolkit, running on small computers, e.g. an Ultra-Mobile PC, and provides ‘scripts’ which are in the form of dynamic lesson plans that guide the learners through a process of gathering and assessing evidence, conducting experiments and engaging in informed debate on topic themes of relevance to the secondary-level UK National Curriculum to enable learners to investigate personally-relevant questions outside the classroom. In addition to the Ultra Mobile PC technology, support is provided by connected data probes. The scripts orchestrate the learners through an inquiry learning process providing a sequence of activities, collaborators, software tools and hardware devices and allow the teacher to monitor and guide student activity. Project partners include schools, technology companies that develop sensing and data-logging equipment, museums, community resource centres and fieldtrip sites. 
Towards a iterative and reflective approach to design
Our participatory design approach has two aims. Firstly, to ensure that there is ongoing engagement by all stakeholders in the design and implementation of the interventions we are developing. Secondly, that the design informs future developments and that we adopt a reflective approach to considering the impact of the interventions and include ongoing feedback from the stakeholders. We see this as having the following benefits:
	ensuring  that all stakeholders are involved in the design process and are aware of how these informs the PI technical developments and implementations
	developing  a methodology to bridge the gap between pedagogical models (and frameworks) and scripts in order that:
	practitioners can inform and situate their scripts using pedagogical models
	scripts can be created that show how pedagogical models can be realised in practice.
	promoting innovation in the application of the concept of design by supporting practitioners and pedagogical experts in evolving scripts that articulate novel technology enhanced approaches to inquiry learning.
	raising relevant issues  to work towards a set of theoretical principles for the PI project.


The concept of ‘design’ as a powerful discourse has been used extensively across the discipline domains that feed into technology-enhanced learning; however there are many interpretations of the term and how design can be enacted. In particular ‘participatory design’, originally with the express intention of genuine user-involvement and equality in the design process has been around now for over thirty years. As part of this paper, we outline our take on ‘participatory design’ and how it is used as the basis for the educational interventions we are developing. We adopt a socio-cultural stance; we see context as central to learning across formal and informal settings. We believe that the concept of design is central to the development and implementation of the educational scenarios that are core to the PI project. Table 1 lists some of what we see as the benefits of adopting a participatory approach to the design process. Articulation of the role of design is valuable in a number of respects, as it provides:

	clarity about the different ways in which educational scenarios can be formally represented, 

guidance on ways in which we can provide ‘scaffolds’ to support designers/teachers in the creation of educational scenarios, as well as ‘scaffolds’ to support teachers/students in the orchestrating and running of educational scenarios. 

Table 1: Benefits of adopting a participatory approach to design
It can act as a means of eliciting designs from designers/teachers in a format that can be tested and reviewed with developers, i.e. a common vocabulary and understanding of learning activities.
It provides a means by which designs can be reused, as opposed to just sharing content.
It can guide designers/teachers through the process of creating new learning activities. 
It creates an audit trail of the design decision-making process.
It can highlight policy implications (staff development, resource allocation, & quality).

Young people’s involvement in the participatory design process
One of the central tenets of our participatory design work has been a commitment to involving young people, meaningfully, in the iterative process of design. Participatory design workshops were thus intended to constitute sites within which young people could reflect on, and make sense of, their inquiry learning experiences and collectively explore and articulate their aspirations for the future. Of course, exploring young people’s perspectives and ideas is inevitably challenging and there is always the danger that they may feel compelled to ‘please’ rather than ‘inform’ (Lansdown, 2001; Sinclair, 2004). Nevertheless our aspiration has been to move beyond a view of children and young people as ‘passive receptors’ of educational processes (see James and James, 2004: 117) and to find ways of engaging them in the decision making processes that will impact and shape their educational futures and those of others. 

This paper (and indeed the project) adopts a pragmatic stance. Whilst recognising the complexity of the research domain within which this work is located we have adopted the following approaches as a means of guiding our use of the concept of ‘design’ to support interdisciplinary work on the project:

	Adoption of an agreed representation set for design of the educational scenarios we are developing and evaluation of their relevance

Iterative reflection on our design approach as the project progresses – through interaction with the core schools, stakeholder panel, advisory board and other mechanisms as appropriate 
Creation of a shareable wiki of terms to work towards a shared consensus of understanding across our different discipline perspectives.
A participatory, interactive approach to the design and evaluation of education scenarios. 

We have found that a key means of support for the development of work on this interdisciplinary project is the development of mediating artefacts. (See Conole, 2008 for a discussing of mediating artefacts in the design of learning activities and educational scenarios). For this project these have included the development of the shareable wiki (as outlined above) but also the development of mediating representations such as our agreed representation of the inquiry learning cycle (see Kerawalla et al. in press).

Nonetheless it is important to note that research in this area is still highly contested. There is as yet no clear understanding/agreement of how effectively to a) represent educational scenarios, b) support and represent the design process, or c) provide navigation support or scaffolding narratives. A number of key questions and issues around the concept of design remain:
	What are the most appropriate forms of representation to use? In what context? For what purposes? 

	What is the most appropriate way to evaluate the scenario generation process? How can we capture and articulate the complexities of the design process? 
How will we address the know issues which have arisen in other research on learning objects, learning design and narrative, such as 

a) issues of granularity, 
b) context vs. abstraction, 
c) purpose (different views for different audiences – teacher, educational researcher, student, School IT support), 
d) context (teacher deciding whether to use a script, developer/teacher modifying or authoring a script, teacher monitoring the running of a script, student understanding the objective of the script), 
e) uptake (justification for investment in time in understanding or creating design and narratives) and 
f) sustainability (repurposing and reuse of designs and narratives, the creation of a user-generated community of designs and narratives).

Participatory design in action
This section will draw on data collected during and after two of the participatory design workshops. We focus in particular on the different perspectives around the design process and the extent to which authentic participatory design has occurred. The data consists of observation and videos during the workshop, a series of post-workshop interviews and a focus group. The aim was to get learners, teachers and other stakeholders to construct ideas for participatory design. It was also an opportunity to test out our inquiry-based model, which was to be the underpinning basis for the PI toolkit. We were particularly interested in the following questions:
	What are the different interpretations of participatory design and to what extent was it was genuinely equal across all stakeholders?

What were the key decisions and trigger points in the design cycle?
What was the process of co-design; how was it represented and communicated?
Reflections on the workshops and what worked and what didn’t.
	What is the value of the mediating artefacts used such as Mary Kellett’s research enquiry bubbles (see Kellett, 2005 for more details) and the PI inquiry cycle introduced during the workshop, as well as the artefacts produced by the participants during the workshop?

Format of the participatory design workshops
The workshop format intended to provide the stakeholders to think of new and interesting ways to investigate Geography. Participants included year 8 and 9 learners, two of their teachers and other stakeholders involved in the PI project (including a representative from ScienceScope and the Milton Keynes Discovery Centre). Two sessions were run with two sets of stakeholders (9.30-12.00 pm and 1.00-3.30 pm). The format of each session was the same:
	Introduction to the workshop and purpose

Exploration of the PI inquiry model
Brainstorming educational scenarios 
Feedback and discussion
Reflections on the workshops
The workshops worked well overall. The format of the three activities – what is an investigation, exploration of the inquiry-model and participation scenario generation appeared to work well together and provided a logical sequence of activities. Participants provided valuable feedback on the PI inquiry-model and how it could be improved; but perhaps more importantly the sessions gave insights into what learners value and find interesting in terms of the way in which scientific investigations are presented to them. For example one learner commented that they didn’t like being presented with an investigations where the answer was already known. Others commented that although they enjoyed group work, they also valued being able to work independently and to be able to take their own initiative. Most appreciated sharing and discussing ideas with peers and being able to present work in different ways. In one of the exercises Kellett’s (2005) scaffolding research questions were used provided a useful ways of framing the discussion. These included questions such as ‘How does this topic related to my hobbies and interests?’ and ‘What are we curious about this topic?’ etc. The bubbles provided structured guidance and enabled the groups to work towards a research focus and set of associated research questions. On the downside, it is unclear to what extent this guidance prescribed the direction of the discourse within the teams. Inevitably there is a potential tension between providing this level of guided support and adopting a more open/exploratory approach to scenario generation.  

Different perspectives on participatory design
A series of interviews with the PI researchers enabled them to reflect on both the workshops, as well as the work in the school with the teachers leading up to the design and development of the first set of trials. These interviews revealed that there were a number of different perspectives on what participatory design was and the extent to which it had been achieved through the workshops and in conjunction with the teachers in school. 

Iterative design
It was evident across the interviews that the design process was iterative; developed over a period of time – co-constructed between the teachers and the researchers.  Key trigger points were evident, for example the decision to develop a scenario around urban heat islands:
‘I’d sat that the topic came from Oakgrove, I think initially from Ian [one of the teachers], and I think Sarah [the second teacher] worked on turning that into a lesson plan and support materials’ [INTPM260808]

Therefore although the idea was initiated by one of the teachers, it was then picked up and developed by others. Respect for individual expertise was evident – in terms of the teachers from a curriculum perspective and the researchers on the technology. A series of on going small meetings seemed to provide a valuable mechanism for co-construction of ideas.
..generally tried to find out what the school wants to do and what the teachers are interested in doing, and try to align what we want to get out of it with that in some way. [INTTC180808]

..there was a kind of co-construction of ideas and development between those at the OU and the staff at Oakgrove [INTGC120808]

These smaller meetings with the core researchers and teachers were complemented intermittently by more reflective sessions and/or periods of intense development. 

Well I think the timeline, I don’t know what you want to do about this, but I think there was quite a nice iterative process developed. What the process felt like to me was a series of meetings with individual stakeholders, that then intensified into repeat meetings with those who were likely to be responsible for taking the particular ideas forward. And what it seemed to me was that from a series of meetings between the OU team and individual stakeholders, we then hit a more intensive period. The first sort of round of meetings exposed the areas of joint concern and suggested some ways forward. But then when we started trying to design things in earnest, the pace hotted up and there would be ideas that came up in one meeting that might be discussed back in the project team and that might be discussed again in a school meeting. And the pace of coming to a decision about how things might come together, in between meetings people might have done some work on something and then come back with something that could be presented at the next meeting. [INTES130808]

In reality the process of design was not an equal one; both in terms of the different types of expertise across the stakeholders, the level of commitment and the time available to be involved. 

I think it’s extremely difficult to keep everybody informed at the same level at the same time. [INTTC180808]

A number of mediating artefacts were cited as important means of developing shared understanding. The most common, not surprisingly, was the lesson plan, another was the pedagogical inquiry-model derived from a literature review. Representations were either specific to a sub-group of stakeholders or more broadly ‘sharable’; the later acted as important boundary objects between the different stakeholders.

…boundary objects, or just shared representations, just like a boundary representation, a way in which one group of people can communicate with another group of people. Because for those of us within the project that are maybe doing some of the software or the code, we’ll talk about it based on a shared language that we have, for all the technical aspects of it. When it’s just between ourselves, that’s a really efficient way to discuss it, and we can talk about ideas very quickly that way. But it doesn’t work with other people. You know with the teachers, that approach isn’t appropriate, you have to really change your language and how you describe stuff. And even then you’re often describing things in terms of what they’re similar to. So we might say it’s a bit like google maps, which they’ll kind of understand what you mean roughly, but they won’t actually understand specifically until you say it’s like this screen. So those and the physical illustrations are really key part to getting that. [INTTC180808]

Overall it was felt that the approach adopted was not ‘participatory design’ in the original notion of equality of design, but more about shared development of meaning, utilising and respecting the individual skills of the different stakeholders. 

…we may want to come up with a better term to describe what we’re doing which goes beyond the general notion of participatory design, because I think it’s deceptive. Because it gives the impression of an intent of equality and that clearly isn’t the case, there are very different levels of stakeholders in this process. And I don’t think that’s necessarily problematic. It’s kind of almost again, well what’s the purpose of participatory design? And if you keep three simple stakeholders, us as researchers, there’s the teachers, and the learners as the third, and you can divide us as researchers into those who are essentially educationally focussed, and the technical side of things. It’s about the shared representation and understanding between those different stakeholders, and what the purpose is. [INTGC120808]

I think the kind of participatory design that we’ve been doing, I think it isn’t participatory design in the kind of Scandinavian participatory design we had 20 years ago, everyone has an equal role in the design and there’s a big consensus among everyone. I think it’s been understood that there are certain people with a specialism, and you’ve gotta let them run with that. [INTPM260808]

… So I know it’s Scaife and Rogers talked about informant design, which is basically you know, that different people have different pockets of expertise and they can contribute on that basis, but there’s no point asking the geography teacher what type of web server we should use because they don’t care, it doesn’t interest them at all. [INTPM260808]

The approach adopted was more about utilising the expertise across the different stakeholders and providing a communication mechanism and appropriate representations to foster this, to enable shared development of meaning. 

I think it’s more the 80s participatory design, everyone’s equal, this kind of thing, it’s unrealistic, because some people know about product design, and if somebody knows what you can do with plastic and what you can’t, there’s a certain area in which they can take charge, and there’s no point saying to the customer, well I want a piece of plastic that can do this when it’s impossible to manufacture plastic to do that. And I think it’s the same with the school. So we’ve got to provide a language and an opportunity for them to state what they want in a way that we can understand, and probe them. [FG080908]

The iterative approach adopted worked well, however some of the interviews pointed out that there were inevitably a number of tensions (between the different forms of expertise, time constraints and the restrictions imposed by the formal school curriculum). 

I think the communication thing was hardest. Because their time, we were quite flexible about when we could go in and talk to them, but they’re very, very busy.[FC080908]
It was, how much do you tell the teachers, or advise them, over what sort of representation to use. [INTCK060808]

That we called it method. And I don’t think, it’s really hard. Again it’s this issue of meeting in the middle, because it is a method, but the exam board don’t want it written as a method.[INTCK060808]

I think one of the things we struggle with getting our heads round with that event was, how to frame it because that event was designed as a participatory design workshop. But it was getting that balance between getting the pupils’ views and it actually being participatory with the pupils, with us, with Nottingham, with Sciencescope and City Discovery Centre. It seemed very difficult to take it out of the pupil-adult role...[INTAJ060808]

Time was evidently an issue; as one focus group participant pointed out the development of shared meaning, although imperative in a project of this kind, is time-consuming.

…getting an agreed scenario that seems practical, it takes lots of iterations, but it’s quite a large proportion of the work. Once you’ve got a clear scenario and actually teachers are happy that that’ll work in the classroom, the technical implementation to support that or whatever, the writing of the lesson plans, the materials and stuff, it’s kind of, it’s not necessarily done but it’s the realisation of the work.[FG080908]

Transformation of practice: how technology changed the activity
As new tools and technologies are developed, questions are often raised concerning their transformative potential, how they impact existing pedagogy and whether they give rise to new pedagogies. In orienting to the TEL programme challenges in respect of ‘transformation’, our analytic starting point is not the technology itself – computer tools of and in themselves do not create more productive learning processes. Rather, the focus is on understanding the nature and significance of the technology-mediated processes and practices of inquiry and the ways in which the meanings, of the toolkit and activity guide, emerge and how these are negotiated and assigned by the teachers and learners who use them. 

Activity Theory (Engeström, 1999) can be used to analyse and conceptualise the use of personal technologies for inquiry learning. We have used frameworks based on activity theory to examine the interactions, contradictions and tensions between the multiple, developing activity systems that are constituted when pupils engage in inquiry learning using personal technologies in and out of school.

We have conducted an analysis of an activity performed by school students conducting a GCSE Geography investigation using a location-based inquiry learning toolkit, in a UK secondary school for the conduct of a fieldtrip investigation on Urban Heat Islands. This question is of particular interest and relevance to young people in Milton Keynes as the city was initially designed such that buildings are distributed rather than concentrated in the centre, and included a great deal of green space. This was an authentic activity as no data existed in advance of the conduct of this investigation on whether the new city of Milton Keynes did or did not have an urban heat island. We considered how the introduction of technology into the activity changed or mediated the activity. We can report on the development of the activity in conjunction with the school teachers illustrated the way that the introduction of the toolkit technology made different measurements and analyses possible. The introduction of technology into this new field trip activity enabled a different type of activity to take place.

While developing the idea of an inquiry project on urban heat islands the idea of a field trip across Milton Keynes was developed in collaboration between teachers and researchers. Preliminary data on temperature and other environmental measures was collected to explore the possibilities.  Temperature, carbon monoxide, wind speed and infrared invariance were chosen as appropriate measures. The activity developed from an investigation of whether Milton Keynes was an urban heat island or not into a comparison of the heat characteristics of Milton Keynes and Northampton, a traditional town close by The range of sensors and the use of the ultra-mobile computer also developed the possibilities for coordination and representation of data collected during the project and so the activity could be extended and developed. 
 
The activity was enriched by the adoption of technology which enabled the young people to compare their home city with another nearby urban area.  They were also able to collect primary data and learn the skills needed to use the different data probes, as well as being supported in collecting their data. We have used the Activity System Tool Appropriation Model framework developed by Waycott (2004) and applied in Waycott et al. (2005) where appropriation itself is treated as an activity system, and the tool integration process diagram to help consider the constituent processes, resourcing and constraints brought by the introduction of a new tool. Further details are given in Scanlon et al. (submitted).

It is worth noting however that changes in activity following the introduction of technology solved some problems but introduced others.  The activity was enriched by allowing a more authentic field trip whereby the young people were able to compare their home city with another nearby urban area.  This did however add complexity to the exercise.  Using the Activity System approach we were able to focus on different communities’ understanding of aspects of the activity including the difficulty that students had in operationalising their understanding of what a hypothesis was based on previous work in science and geography. We also were able to consider how the teacher’s focus on the assessment criteria introduced constraints into the activity, and the issues of mobility and division of labour.

Conclusions
Analysis of the interview and workshop data has yielded some rich insights into the design approach adopted by the project; and suggestions towards evidence of transformation of practice. This section summarises the main conclusions to date. 
	The design process: an iterative co-construction of the design ideas between the teachers and the core researchers; interspersed with broader stakeholder engagement through project meetings and the workshops seemed to work well 

Definition: the way in which the project is approaching the design process is different to tradition participatory design and different individuals have different views and interpretations; a clearer articulation would be valuable.
Working relationships: A key success factor in the project is the good working relationship between the core researchers and the teachers; being able to see teachers in action and understand their perspectives has been imperative.
Power dynamics: Managing different perspectives and power dynamics; taking account of different levels of expertise. Having respect for and clarity about different roles. 
Trigger points: a number of trigger points were evident (choice and location of school to work with, technologies to use, focus for the activity, details of the design specifics of the educational scenario) – some through serendipity; others through pragmatics but these had a major impact on the nature of the intervention. 
Communication and representation: the importance of having appropriate representations at key points in the design cycle. Adopting a level of communication and involvement appropriate for the different stakeholders. 
Student involvement: Although students were involved in the workshops they were not involved in the ongoing design process. This leaves a question as to how and when to involve students and the different between children participating and the development of meaningful topics of interest to them and their lives. 
A flexible timeline of activity. The good working relationship between the researchers and the teachers was possible because the school was local to the university and researchers were able to pop in on a regular basis; this on going informal dialogue coupled to more structured activities and meetings provided the right mix of interaction and engagement. 
In sum, our experience of design in the project is that it is an iterative process, involving the orchestration of understandings and insights gleaned from trials with users and participatory design workshops, that is enabling the PI team to move forward in designing for evidence-based personal inquiry. Through exploring the synergies, alignments and creative points of tension within and between these sources of evidence we are furthering our understandings of how to resource the inquiry process such that it is personally and intellectually relevant to learners.
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